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BRISBANE COMEDY FESTIVAL RETURNS IN 2020 

Brisbane Comedy Festival enters its second big decade in 2020, playing in more venues, 

welcoming more international stars, promoting more local talent and bringing more laughs 

than ever before. 

A highlight of the international comedy calendar, Brisbane Comedy Festival 2020 returns 

for its 11th year with a bumper line-up of 85 acts playing in 14 performance spaces across 

five Brisbane venues from 21 February to 22 March, 2020. 

Brisbane Powerhouse is comedy central, hosting performances and gigs across its iconic 

New Farm space – from its rooftop to its storeroom – with Brisbane City Hall and Newstead 

Brewing Co again throwing open their doors to entertainers. 

Joining the fold for the first time are two new Fortitude Valley venues: the old-world charm of 

The Tivoli and the shiny newness of Fortitude Music Hall. 

The month-long festival of fun and frivolity begins with the popular Brisbane Comedy 

Festival Opening Gala, hosted by a soon-to-be-revealed act who will attempt to corral the 

comedic chaos of more than 9 comedians at Brisbane City Hall on Friday 21 February. 

The festival again shines the spotlight on top Queensland talent including Mel Buttle, Steph 

Tisdell, Becky Lucas and Matt Okine; local collectives Act/React, Brisburned and Politics in 

the Pub; and the dazzling return of a ‘90s icon – Agro with Jamie Dunn. 

Grin, giggle and guffaw with a slate of national comedy heavyweights such as Dave Hughes, 

Peter Helliar, Fiona O’Loughlin, Nazeem Hussein, Frank Woodley, Sammy J and the duo we 

never knew we needed: Paul McDermott and Steven Gates. 

Once again, the festival brings the world to Brisbane with international acts including 

Stephen K Amos, Jimeoin, Cal Wilson, Jonathon Pie and Shit-faced Shakespeare, who 

return with a sozzled take on Hamlet. 

Brisbane Comedy Festival’s dedicated family and all-ages program makes an encore 

appearance with Around The Campfire improvised comedy; Mr Snot bottom’s Horrible, 

Terrible, Really, Really, Bad, Bad, Show; Dusty Rich's Stand Up Comedy for Kids (and 

Adults); the rough justice of This Is Your Trial; and Brisbane heats and state final of the 

Class Clowns competition for students in Years 9-12. 

Also returning in 2020 are star-studded ensemble act Queerstories as well as free Livewired 

and Knockoff comedy events. 



 

 

Brisbane Powerhouse Artistic 

Director Kris Stewart said Brisbane Comedy Festival’s jam-packed 2020 program 

cemented its standing as Australia’s fastest-growing comedy festival. 

 

“It’s been 11 years since Brisbane Comedy Festival first brought the laughs and it’s 

fantastic to see so many new acts making their debut in 2020 alongside stalwarts who have 

a long history with the city, including Dave Hughes, who performed in the inaugural 

Brisbane Comedy Festival in 2009,” Mr Stewart said. 

 

“Our festival family continues to grow and this year we welcome two new venues into the 
fold – The Tivoli and Fortitude Music Hall – who will turn their spotlights on our stars and 
provide them with all new spaces to entertain audiences and engage with fans. 
 
“And speaking of families, how could we not bring back the disgusting and delightful all-ages 
program after it brought such a snot-load of fun to kids – and adults – in 2019?” 
 
Brisbane Comedy Festival 2020 runs from 21 February to 22 March. Pre-sale tickets are 

available from Tuesday 26 November, 2019 at brisbanecomedyfestival.com. General tickets 

are released on Thursday 28 November at 10am. 

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival 2020 has the support of some amazing partners, including 

presenting partner Brisbane Powerhouse with support from Brisbane City Council, and 

festival partners Bambrick, Brisbane Mini Garage, FV by Peppers, goa,  Hire Republic, 

Network 10, Newstead, PixelFrame, scenestr, Triple M and Valiant. 

 

EVENT  Brisbane Comedy Festival 2020 

DATE  Fri 21 Feb – Sun 22 Mar 2020 

VENUES Brisbane Powerhouse, Brisbane City Hall, Fortitude Music Hall, The Tivoli, Newstead 

Brewery  

INFO  07 3358 8600 / brisbanecomedyfestival.com.au 

SOCIAL @briscomedyfest / #briscomedyfest20 

 

Full artist and event line-up 

Aaron Chen, Aaron Gocs, Agro, Akmal, Alex Ward, Alex Williamson, Andrew Hansen, Around the 
Campfire, Becky Lucas, Cameron James, Blake Freeman, Brennan Reece, Brett Blake, Brisburned, 
Cal Wilson, Cam Knight, Charity Werk, Chris Ryan, Craig Quartermaine, Dan Rath, Dave Hughes, 
David Quirk, David Woodhead, Demi Lardner & Tom Walker, Dilruk Jayasinha, Double Denim, 
Dreamgun, Dusty Rich, Effie, Fiona O'Loughlin, Frank Woodley, Gen Fricker, Geraldine Hickey, 
Gillian English, Greg Larsen, Harley Breen, Heath's Chopper, Ivan Aristeguieta, Jacques Barrett 
James Veitch, Jeff Green, Jimeoin, Jimmy McGhie & John Hastings, Jonathan Pie, Jordan 
Raskopoulos, Josh Earl, Jude Perl, Larry Dean, Lauren Bonner, Lawrence Mooney, Luke Heggie, 
Mark Lombard, Mark Watson, Matt Okine, Matt Stewart, Mel Buttle, Melanie Bracewell, Mr Snot 
Bottom, Natalie Bochenski, Nath Valvo, Nazeem Hussain, Nick Cody, Nina Oyama, Oliver Coleman, 
Paul & Gatesy, Pax Assadi, Peter Hellier, Rosie Waterland, Sam Campbell, Sam Taunton, Sammy J, 
Shitfaced Shakespeare, Speed: The Movie, The Play, Steph Tisdell, Stephen K Amos, The Chaser & 
The Shovel, The Stevenson Experience, The Travelling Sisters, Tom Ballard, Tom Walker, Tommy 
Little, Zack Dyer, Zoe Coombs Marr. 
 
 

– ENDS – 

 

https://www.brisbanecomedyfestival.com/


 

 

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival 2020 

For extended information, including performance dates and times, visit 

brisbanecomedyfestival.com.au 

For media and publicity images, please click here 

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival Opening Gala 

What better way to kick off the Festival than with a spectacular line-up of the funniest comedians 

in two hours of laughs? This night-of-nights is packed with non-stop entertainment, featuring a 

fresh assembly of the country’s best up-and-coming and well-loved comedians. 

 

Newstead Brewing Co's Sunday Roast 

A choice line-up of comedians will crack their best jokes as Newstead Brewing Co serves up a 

night of tasty eats, good company and its limited edition Brisbane Comedy Festival beer. 

 

Tommy Little: I'll See Myself Out 

Tommy Little is Australia’s premier dickhead. Come and hear what Tommy’s been up to since 

you last saw him. You can be sure it will be foolish, funny as hell and probably his own fault. 

  

The Chaser Quarterly & The Shovel: The Anti-Experts Guide to Everything 

The Chaser's Charles Firth and The Shovel's James Schloffel take on the scourge of the modern 

era: experts and their expert-y expertise. Fresh from a national tour, this show will alarm even 

the most level-headed.  

 

Heath Franklin's Chopper: The Silencer 

Panic, terror, stupidity, crisis; they can all form a queue and suck the wrinkles out of Chopper's 

walnut wallet because he is done with suffering fools. In amongst all this noise and hysteria and 

angst, and snowflakes and trolls, who will give us a bit of bloody shush?  

 

Aaron Gocs: Gocsy Tonight 

Aaron ‘Gocsy’ Gocs steps away from stand-up to go in to the world of late night TV talk shows. 

Kind of like those ones Letterman, Conan and Leno, did – except its Gocsy. Expect music, 

games, trivia, jokes, and some other stuff too maybe. 

  

Fiona O'Loughlin: Addresses the Nation 

Fiona has always had the gun to her own head in her searingly honest brand of comedy. Watch 

out people of Australia, as Fiona decides it's time to turn her weapon towards some other idiots 

in this brand new hour of stand-up. 

  

Jude Perl: I Have A Face 

In her award-winning show, Jude Perl embarks on an adventure to solve all of our collective 

inner angst… With lots of bright colours! Dazzling sounds! And prizes!* 

*Metaphorical prizes 

 

Demi Lardner & Tom Walker: We Mustn't 

Tom Walker and Demi Lardner are young twin brothers left alone at home. They mustn't get up 

to mischief, for father will be cross. 

  

 

https://www.brisbanecomedyfestival.com/


 

 

Peter Helliar: Loopy 

A stranger on a train said to Pete recently that “everything you believe is true and the rest is 

bullshit... and vice versa.” Yep, the world is loopy. We should talk about it.  

  

Frank Woodley: *@#!king Clown 

Frank is often referred to as a *@#!KING CLOWN – he chooses to take this as a compliment that 

reflects his mastery of the ancient art of wrongness.  A brand new show from the master of daft. 

 

Rosie Waterland: Kid Chameleon 

A household name since her hilarious The Bachelor recaps became essential pop culture 

reading, Rosie brings her trademark frank and funny honesty to topics from awkward sex to body 

image and mental health.  

 

Alex Williamson: Oi Mate! 

The loosest Aussie bloke is back with another crushing hour of pure, uncut comedy platinum. A 

comedy festival isn’t complete without an aggressive Australian telling jokes in a hilariously 

threatening manner, baring all with the type of truth usually reserved for therapy sessions. 

  

Ivan Aristeguieta: Piñata 

Ever since he turned 40, Ivan has had a chant about a pinata stuck in his head. Is he growing up, 

or still just a big kid? Is the party over or just beginning? Maybe it’s time to take off the blindfold 

and see what’s in front of him.  

  

Paul McDermott & Gatesy: Go Solo 

Songs of beauty, songs of heartbreak, freshly-minted comedy concoctions, old squabbles and 

spontaneous nonsense. Two of Australia’s most adored singer-songwriters –  Paul McDermott 

and Steven Gates (Tripod) – lock harmonies and minds in one unmissable show. 

  

Mel Buttle: Hands on Heads 

Young Mel was easily distracted and chatty in class, often told to choose more appropriate 

classmates to sit next to. Join former vice-captain and ex-relief teacher, Brisbane’s own Mel 

Buttle, for her brand new show about all things school. 

 

Nazeem Hussain: Hussain That? 

After a massive sell-out season across Australia in 2019, Nazeem returns with his sixth solo 

stand-up show. It’s been a huge few years for Nazeem. Don’t miss your chance to see him do 

what he does best and loves most. 

 

Dave Hughes: Ridiculous 

Hughesy is the busiest man in show business; hosting his own TV shows, radio shows, and 

touring live shows to every corner of the continent. Whether he’s on tour in Mackay, or 

unmasking a pirate prawn, there is one guarantee, what he sees along the way is ridiculous. 

  

Dilruk Jayasinha: Victorious Lion 

The literal translation of ‘Jayasinha’ is ‘Victorious Lion’. It’s a name befitting of a leader or a king. 

It’s a name with swagger. But is it suitable for Dilruk? Dil’s certainly had a pretty victorious year 

but he still doesn’t feel like the triumphant king of the animal kingdom his name suggests.  

  

 



 

 

Cal Wilson: Open Book 

Part-autobiography, part-memoir, part -actual account of her life, Cal is leaving it all on the page. 

Which is a shame, because she’s meant to be saying it out loud. No illustrations, some graphic 

language and a free bookmark. (It’s your ticket – your ticket is the bookmark). 

  

Shit-faced Shakespeare: Hamlet 

This hilarious, smash-hit show returns to Brisbane to help you enjoy Shakespeare responsibly. 

Take an entirely serious play and add an entirely inebriated actor. No two shows are ever the 

same in this raucous, riotous, rampage through Shakespeare's greatest tragedy: Hamlet. 

 

Akmal: Open for Renovations 

Well in this one-hour show, Akmal will be asking the audience if they know how he can achieve 

his laundry list of off-beat desires. A life changing experience or your money back. 

 

Jimeoin: Ramble On! 

A stalwart of Australian comedy and all-round likeable rogue, Jimeoin returns to Brisbane 

Comedy Festival for a limited season of his new stand-up show. Jimeoin happily imparts his 

clever and quirky observations on everyday suburban life in his trademark devil-may-care style.  

 

Stephen K Amos: Everyman 

Stephen K Amos is on a mission to bring about world peace, or to at least bring about an 

evening of peace! Bringing achingly funny anecdotes, hilarious takes on the everyday and his 

infectious charm, Stephen will warm your cold, stiffened hearts. 

 

Andrew Hansen: Solo Show 

Known for his ferocious songs and iconic characters, the ‘good one’ from The Chaser returns to 

Brisbane with a blistering set of sketches and musical takedowns.  

 

Nick Cody: Dad Bod 

Nick hasn't been fit since high school, but now that he is a father, he can use the term "Dad 

Bod", which makes friends and doctors laugh and give him a pass. Lucky for you, his comedy 

muscles are fit AF. 

  

Luke Heggie: LOWBREED 

This is a stand-up comedy show. If you use the terms toxic, cancelled, tone deaf, shaming, or 

savvy B, then stay away from this show, my family and my dog. No lowbreeds please. 

 

Gen Fricker: Very Important and Extremely Brave 

No one is more important and brave and beautiful and relatable and mysterious and vulnerable 

and strong and whimsical and practical and vertical and trending and humble and omnipotent 

than Gen Fricker. This is a show about that. 

 

Speed: The Movie, The Play 

Climb aboard a vintage Volvo for this shameless comedic homage to 1994 action thriller, Speed, 

the film that proved once and for all the best drama is on public transport. This high-octane trip 

down the highway of ‘90s nostalgia makes an explosive return to Brisbane. 

  

 

 



 

 

Jonathan Pie: The Fake News Tour 

Comedy star and exasperated news reporter Jonathan Pie returns to the road once more to 

berate the people in power – and the journalists apparently holding them to account. 

  

Zoe Coombs Marr: Agony! Misery! 

You’re driving your dad’s Hilux past the river after flute practice, the first day on your Ps, on the 

way to the job you got when you were 14-and-nine-months; when you remember that in the 

future you’re going to go to a comedy show. Now you’re an adult. This is that show. 

  

Aaron Chen: Mr Cigarette 

In 2017, Aaron Chen was named Best Newcomer at Sydney and Melbourne Comedy Festivals 

then won Director’s Choice at the last Melbourne International Comedy Festival. Please don’t 

forget about him this year. 

  

Harley Breen: Only Words 

From Russia to Vegas, Taboo to parenthood, Harley has used a lot of words recently. Some 

words are beautiful, some words offend and some of them are in this show. It’s a tale of travel, 

and love, and offence. Outrage is fun. Why be offended? They're only words... 

 

Sam Taunton: Rooster 

Roosters vary greatly in appearance from breed to breed, but are often known to have bright, 

flashy colours, large combs and crow about wanting people to come to their new stand up show.  

 

The Travelling Sisters: Thy Thus 'Twas 

From the red dust of the Queensland plains, come three unsuspecting thespians in the making. 

Balls-deep in inspiration, Darryl, Vinnie and Berrick join forces to create the show of their 

dreams.  

  

Matt Stewart: Monkey House 

After two sell-out seasons at Brisbane Comedy Festival, Matt is back with an all new show. 

Known for his super dry wit and laid back delivery Matt explores life in the modern world. 

 

Double Denim: Adventure Show 

Michelle Brasier and Laura Frew – described as “Morecambe and Wise smashed together with 

the two best Spice Girls (Sporty and Scary)” – deliver part two of Double Denim, a celebratory 

cruise through teenage years to avocado days. This is every Contiki tour that ever went wrong.  

 

Tom Ballard: Grandiloquent 

Grandiloquent: adj. pompous or extravagant in language, style, or manner, especially in a way 

that is intended to impress. Tom is grandiloquent. He’s got heaps of grandiloquence. He’s hands-

down one of Australia’s most grandiloquent comedians, trying to make some sense of right now.    

  

Matt Okine: Solo Diner 

Award-winning comedian, actor, and writer, Matt Okine, returns to Brisbane with a brand new 

hour of stand-up after a huge year filming season 2 of his TV show The Other Guy, writing his 

debut novel and having a baby.  

 

 

 



 

 

Nath Valvo: Chatty Cathy 

Nath was just nominated for Most Outstanding Show at the 2019 Melbourne Comedy Festival. 

Fancy. Then Chatty Cathy smashed every festival at home and abroad in 2019. Don't miss his 

brand new hour. 

  

Becky Lucas: My Neck, My Back 

Becky wrote most of these jokes in her head while sitting at the pub being lectured to about data 

mining by a guy with a stick 'n' poke tattoo and bad breath. Please don’t come if your favourite 

comedian is Stephen Fry or if you quote-tweet things with "let this sink in".  

  

Melanie Bracewell: The Rumours Are True 

What rumours? Are there any rumours? All we know is that some people have been saying 

Melanie is one of the fastest rising stars in New Zealand comedy. Winner of the prestigious Billy 

T Award, she is guaranteed to leave you in stitches with her endearing storytelling. 

  

Tom Walker: Is Tim Walter 

Tom Walker is cool and funny and any rumours about him being "difficult to work with" are untrue 

and we promise not to get angry at him over the course of his run.  

  

Sammy J's Symphony in J Minor 

The 58-kilogram star of ABC-TV gets back to his musical comedy roots! Performing songs from 

his ARIA-nominated album, Symphony in J Minor and beyond, Sammy J will sing, play, croon, 

belt, warble, purr, and chirp until you kindly ask him to stop. 

 

After Hours: Stand Up vs Improviser 

Welcome to the comedy battle of the century – two stand-up comedians and two improvisers 

enter the ring, but only one team leaves… victorious! Join host Chris Martin and some of the best 

comedians at Brisbane Comedy Festival, for one hell of a funny show. 

 

After Hours: Big Fork Singalong 

Big Fork Theatre is throwing the best (and only!) house party/comedy show at the festival. Join 

the crowd in a singalong, then watch as improvisers squeeze the laughs from musical favourites. 

Combining the fun of group singing with the madness of no-holds-barred improvised comedy. 

  

Brisburned at Home 

Each year Brisburned lampoons our love/hate relationship with Brisbane. This year it hones in on 

home. Family's in the frame. Suburbia's in our sights. There’ll be laughs and (crocodile) tears. 

Satirical insights will hurt like a grazed elbow and not even a kiss from mum will stop the pain. 

 

Jordan Raskopoulos: Renaissance Hydra 

Jordan, an acclaimed entertainer and lush queer, will be singing a few songs, telling some funny 

stories and sharing some very upsetting erotic fan fiction. It’s all a bit weird and a bit rude. Get on 

board.  

 

Alex Ward: Sorry For Before 

Alex was born two weeks late and is pretty sure her first thoughts were, “sorry I’m late, I won’t be 

long”. Alex has finally stopped apologising, although she is sorry about all the times she did it 

before. This is sure to be Alex's best show yet, mostly because she has nothing to apologise for. 

 



 

 

Jeff Green: Wombat Combat and other 

Mistakes 

Mistakes, errors of judgement – we’ve all made them. Award-winning UK comedian Jeff Green is 

an expert. Fortunately he also has the skill to take the personal stories we’d rather file under the 

heading “shame and embarrassment” and turn them into a hilarious new show.  

 

Agro Up Late! With Jamie Dunn 

After 30 years in the business, Agro and "the bald man under the table", Jamie Dunn are back 

together and live on stage! Hosted by Ben From Brisbane, get ready to stroll down memory lane 

and hear the naughtiest and funniest Aussie showbiz stories. 

 

Effie: Love Me Tinder 

Finding love isn’t easy and keeping it’s even harder. The urge to swipe right is tempting even to 

those with the greatest of willpowers. Who isn’t on Tinder? Is it possible to be smokin’ hot and hit 

upon every day and still stay faithful? 

 

Larry Dean: Fudnut 

Double Edinburgh Comedy Award-nominee and star of Live At The Apollo, Larry returns with a 

brand new hour of confessional storytelling.   

 

Mark Watson: This Can't Be It 

Mark takes an audit of his time on earth. Spiritual enquiry meets high-octane observational 

comedy as he attempts to cram a year of pathological overthinking into one hour's stand-up. 

 

Geraldine Hickey: What A Surprise 

Geraldine is the type of person that’s happy to let other people lead. Leaders do all the work and 

know what’s around the corner. Geraldine doesn’t want to know what’s around the corner, she 

wants to believe there might be a bouncy castle there. 

 

Lawrence Mooney: Beauty 

Having stepped out from behind Malcolm Turnbull, Lawrence Mooney is back with a new show  

and ready to brave a new world. There’s lots to get through after three years. Buy a ticket and 

take the ride, it’s going to be quite beautiful. 

 

Marty Sheargold: Encore 

If you missed Marty’s sold out 2019 tours, here’s a second chance to laugh live with the Nova 

star as he delivers jokes and stories he can’t on radio. 

 

Queerstories 

Enter the raucous, radical and heart-warming world of Queerstories and be moved by an 

unexpected tale from some of Australia’s finest LGBTQI+ storytellers. Hosted by writer, director 

and performer Maeve Marsden, Queerstories features a fresh line-up of storytellers.  

 

The Stevenson Experience: Stranger Twins 

Let’s not waste words. Hilarious songs – identical twins – classic banter – an hour of non-stop 

laughs. Also, three-time Best Comedy Award nominees. 

 

 

 



 

 

Brennan Reece: Happy Sad 

Star of Live At The Apollo, Melbourne International Comedy Festival Gala and Comedy Central's 

Roast Battle, UK comedian Brennan Reece (UK) makes his Brisbane Comedy Festival debut. 

 

Steph Tisdell: Baby Beryl 

Have you ever met a baby Beryl? Award-winning comedian Steph Tisdell sure hasn't! Join Steph 

as she examines baby-naming trends, ponders some of life's biggest mysteries, dissects the 

human condition and tries to find a baby Beryl in a hilarious new hour of comedy. 

 

Craig Quartermaine: Novelty Act 

The savage, slick and hilarious Australian comedian and journalist Craig Quartermaine is back. 

Mocking identity and labels is easy when a family secret can change everything you think you 

are, and when being yourself is the worst career move you could ever make. 

 

James Veitch: Tentative 

A Brisbane debut for James Veitch with a brand new show full of pranks, scams and emails. 

Responsible for the fastest TED Talk to reach over 10M views, James Veitch delivers 

unashamedly nerdy, creative and cheeky comedy. 

 

Greg Larsen: This Might Not Be Hell 

A comedy play about unemployment based on Greg Larsen’s own personal experience. 

Following James, a long-term unemployed man, as he tries to get his dole payments restarted 

after missing a job network appointment. Will he get his dole back? Join the fun to find out! 

 

Pax Assadi: Ladi Dadi Assadi Like To Party 

A New Zealand treasure, Pax returns to Australia with a brand new hour of comedy. Join Pax as 

he talks about everything from raising kids, crazy gigs and wacky wigs* 

*Wig-based comedy may not be present 

 

Cameron James & Becky Lucas: Is This Art? 

Becky Lucas and Cameron James are bringing the comedy duo back. Embrace it. It’s 

happening. These two toxic soulmates are gifting you an evening of stand-up, crowd work, riffing, 

stupid songs and, possibly, even ART. Onstage. Together. 

 

Charity Werk: Drama Queen 

A hysterical, toe-tapping account of "Melbourne’s favourite drag diva" (Time Out). Bending genre 

and gender, Charity Werk’s electrifying new show is a heartfelt and heart-pumping look into the 

makings of a queen. Stand-up, Aussie pop-rock bangers and six-inch heels? Yass kween! 

 

Zack Dyer: A Few Beers Deep 

All the best yarns are told after you’ve knocked the froth off a couple. It’s that goldilocks zone 

between being sober (boring) and being sloppy drunk (fun but risky). Zack has stories and gags 

galore so pull up a stump, crack one open and let’s get A Few Beers Deep. 

 

Chris Ryan: I Thought It Would Be Nice 

At 45, Chris Ryan should be a proper person, but she isn’t. Have you ever chucked an awkward 

party to try and drum up new friends? Has your Mum ever suggested you wear matching skirts at 

Christmas? Can every bad idea be forgiven if you thought it would be nice? 

 



 

 

 

Dreamgun: Film Reads 

Your favourite movies except an hour-long and full of jokes! Dreamgun reads a different film 

script every night, rewritten with jokes and performed by unprepared comedians. Including all 

your favourites from Harry Potter to Silence of the Lambs. 

 

Nina Oyama: Doing Me Right Now 

Fresh off her 2019 Best Newcomer nomination at the Melbourne International Comedy Festival, 

Nina Oyama returns and this time, she is just doing herself. 

 

David Woodhead: Take Care 

David Woodhead is a 22-year-old stuck in a 40-year-old's body. His impressive stature gives him 

an unearned air of maturity, confidence and wisdom. Like most people his age, he has no 

solutions to any of the problems but does have funny takes and hot riffs. 

 

Oliver Coleman: Poolside 

This wet ’n wild show is full to the brim with Oliver’s unique character comedy and surreal stand-

up. Dive in and experience a frenetic hour of unbridled silliness. 

 

Dan Rath: Strawberry Palace 

Dan created a spreadsheet of all the times he has been disrespected and assigned them 

numerical values. Now they have passed a certain threshold, he has launched a revenge fantasy 

armed with nothing but a hammer and a Bill of Assertive Rights. 

 

Sam Campbell: Companion 

Ever wonder who graffitied Brisbane Powerhouse? It was Sam and he can’t wait to come back 

and raise hell in the tropics. Expect jokes, tales tall enough to ride any roller coaster in the world, 

Age of Empires cheat codes and a volumetric hologram. The whole experience will be stunning. 

 

Lauren Bonner: Heartbreaker 

Lauren has never been dumped, and honestly? It’s made her a monster. In her festival debut, 

Lauren tracks her evolution from a self-conscious teen into an ice-cold Heartbreaker with plenty 

of jokes along the way.  

 

Jimmy McGhie & John Hastings: Best of the Edinburgh Fest 

Hand-picked from Edinburgh Fringe Festival, this is an indulgent serve of brilliantly funny 

business showcasing the hottest up-and-coming talent from the UK comedy scene. See Jimmy 

McGhie (UK) and John Hastings (CAN) make their Brisbane debut in this strictly limited season. 

 

Blake Freeman 

Live, direct and with the easy, candid demeanour of a man born to be a comedian, Blake won 

the coveted Best Newcomer award at the 2019 Melbourne International Comedy Festival. 

 

David Quirk: Astonishing Obscurity 

A truth. A lie. A vendetta. Obsession. Stalking. Inbreeding. Art. My Brilliant Football Brother. My 

Christmas Island Sister and an actual Prince lip-sync dance-thing that sent my career careering. 

As seen on ABC-TV in Rosehaven and Please Like Me. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Brett Blake: Go Hard or Go Home 

Brett Blake is the king of going hard. He has burnt off half his mullet while jumping a BMX over a 

fire pit, broken a world record for weightlifting (forgot to turn the camera on) and been bitten by a 

shark. Go hard and buy a ticket, don’t go home. 

 

Cam Knight: Straighty 180 

Three years ago Cam pulled a complete 180. He stopped drinking, deciding to become the best 

version of himself.  This isn’t a whimsical tale about any of that, it’s the direct result of it. Clear 

eyes, full hearts... or some shit.  Seen on heaps of cool stuff. Google it. 

 

Josh Earl: Don't You Know Who I Am? 

The quiz show that asks who knows whom, who knows what, because who knows why? Hosted 

by Josh Earl, the live podcast invites some of Josh’s favourite Brisbane Comedy Festival 

comedians to share a bunch of hilarious stories all under the guise of a quiz. 

 

Jacques Barrett: Boom-Jacqua-Laka!!! 

A decade as a pro, well-loved by his peers, one of Australia's topline bona fide international 

headliners, Boom-Jacqua-Laka explores the journey that brought him to this very moment. Every 

idiot has an origin story... This is his. 

 

Gillian English: You're a Good Man, Dr Pirate 

Gillian had a session with a famous astrologer for her 30th birthday who made a prediction. A 

prophecy was revealed and a series of events set in motion that would change her life. 

  

Livewired 

If you spend your Sunday afternoon preparing for the week ahead – STOP! Make your Sunday 

the starting point for an amazing week full of belly laughs, catching up with mates and getting to 

know the best in the local comedy scene at Brisbane Powerhouse’s free comedy event. 

Knockoff 

Take in the free laughs on a Friday afternoon at the original home of Knockoff, Brisbane 

Powerhouse, or head into the city for a Festival-edition Knockoff as well as live music acts.  

 

Big Fork: The Mixer 

Get ready to shake up your night at the Brisbane Comedy Festival with The Mixer - the new kids 

on the block with the freshest improv comedy on offer. Sit back, relax and let the comedians do 

all the work while you challenge them to spin your suggestions into comedy gold. 

 

Politics in the Pub 

Politics can be a bit of a joke sometimes. Communify and the New Farm Neighbourhood Centre 

are taking a break from the serious with a very special Politics in the Pub event. Come hear 

festival favourites and special local faces debate some of life’s big questions. Giggles 

guaranteed. 

Dusty Rich Vis Arts show 

A collection of ferociously vibrant, large format canvas work, a nuclear-explosive surfboard, a 

working 6ft bug spray can, Indonesian demon skateboards, a polyurethane skullsteroid, a tiny 

wooden sailor with microscopic tattoos and a giant 1.8m tall wood panel, luminescent pink 



 

 

cockroach - "Pest Control", the latest 

exhibition from artist and comedian Dusty Rich, is a collection of colour-saturated insanity 

brought to life. 

FAMILY PROGRAM 

Big Fork Theatre: Around The Campfire 

Pitch a tent, spray the mozzie repellent and get ready to swap stories Around the Campfire with 

Big Fork Theatre. This improvised comedy show is full of true stories about growing up, silly 

characters, mayhem, mateship, and of course marshmallows.  

 

Act/React: This Is Your Trial 

A judge, a prosecutor, a defence counsel and YOU. This Is Your Trial puts audience members 

on the stand in an improvised comedy courtroom. Top comedians take on the role of lawyers 

prosecuting and defending charges laid by the family and friends of the accused.  

 

Class Clowns 

Check out the next big thing as Brisbane’s young comedians joke it out for the chance to join 

Australian’s funniest teens at the at Melbourne International Comedy Festival. From stand-up, 

sketch, physical to musical comedy, it’s a smorgasbord of comedy. All class clowns welcome! 

 

Dusty Rich's Stand Up Comedy for Kids (and Adults) 

Dusty Rich is doing a stand-up comedy show for kids (but also it's for adults) and it is definitely 

just for the money. He doesn't want to do it, but we are making him do it because his kids show 

is rude, crass and hilarious for all ages. 

 

Mr Snot bottom’s Horrible, Terrible, Really, Really, Bad, Bad, Show 

Hilariously disgusting kids comedian Mr Snot Bottom promises a show about homework, lullabies 

and princesses... NOT! Guaranteed to gross you out and leave you smiling from ear to ear.  


